Whether You’re A Single Store Or A Major Distributed Nationwide Chain, We Have The Solutions You Need!

**Simplicity**
- Incredibly easy-to-use interface
- Optional key-system emulation
- Cloud-based auto-attendants that can be changed company-wide from a single location

**Functionality**
- Voice, fax, chat, video, conferencing, and more
- Powerful contact center solutions
- Suite of mobile solutions keeps employees in touch no matter where they are

**Scalability**
- Effortlessly add and remove employees
- Used by some of America’s largest retail chains
- Line pooling allows users to share a single pool of lines between all locations

“The Sangoma complete end-to-end phone system has powerful features that help us do business better. From the easy installation process that just took a few hours to the actual daily usage of the phone system, we have found that Sangoma consistently delivers on their promise to provide next generation capabilities and reliable connections at unprecedented savings.”

**Pat Doyle**
CEO & Owner, The More Space Place